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EARLY SMALL SIZE FEDERAL RESERVE AND GOLD STAR NOTES

Table 1. The highest star serial numbers printed for the 1928 series Federal Reserve Notes.

District $5 $10 $20

Boston 612000 624000 144000

New York 1284000 852000 276000

Philadelphia 636000 372000 120000

Cleveland 576000 420000 228000

Richmond 288000 216000 96000

Atlanta 372000 204000 80000

Chicago 852000 672000 264000

St. Louis 360000 192000 96000

Minneapolis 144000 120000 72000

Kansas City 240000 192000 84000

Dallas 204000 96000 72000

San Francisco 576000 312000 204000

$50 $100 $500 $1000

24000 24000 360 360

96000 48000 2160 2160

48000 24000 1080 720

48000 24000 1080 1080

24000 24000 720 360

24000 24000 360 240

84000 72000 2160 1800

24000 24000 720 360

24000 24000 360 360

24000 24000 1080 720

12000 24000 360 360

24000 40000 360 360

T HE attic of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing An-
nex Building contains some miscellaneous old and
largely unorganized records. Among these are what

is now a very incomplete set of diaries on early small-size star
note productions. These handwritten notebooks include serial
number ranges and dates of printing.

Included here for the first time ever are the final totals
for all the 1928 series Federal Reserve star notes, and similar
data for the small size Gold notes excepting the $10 and $20
denominations.

The FRN diaries that I found would excite any small
note enthusiast because the notebooks were used right on the
assembly line where bricks of star notes were being packaged.
Clipped to the pages in most cases were the actual pairs of
end labels for successive bricks beyond the high star serials

recorded as printed. These end labels were awaiting their
turns in the event that more star notes were printed!

FRN TOTALS

It is not possible for me to split out individual series
totals from the 1928 FRN totals listed on Table 1. For ex-
ample, I can't tell you how many 1928D $5 Atlanta star notes
were printed. The reason for this is that the records show
only the dates and serials of the star production runs, but not
the plates used to print the stock. Remember that plates con-
taining obsolete signatures were used simultaneously with cur-
rent plates during this era, so such breakdowns are impos-
sible. What I can say, based on the dates of production, is
that it is possible that every issued series and denomination



Denomination

$10

$20

$50

$100

$500

$1000

$5000

$10000

$100000

Series of 1928 	Series of 1934

no data#

no data#

48000

36000 	 1200

4000

4000 	 1920

240

none	 none

none
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Table 2. The highest star serial numbers printed for small size Gold
Notes.

# — Series of 1928A plates were prepared, but no notes were printed
from them in regular or star production runs. See O'Donnell
for high recorded Series of 1928 star serials.

* — Dashes indicate no plates prepared for these series and de-
nominations.

could be represented by star notes. For example, I discovered

that Series of 1928C and 1928D $5 Atlanta plates were on the

presses during the period when $5 Atlanta star notes were

being printed. It remains speculative whether star notes were

ever printed from sheets coming off those presses. Important

for you is that the hunt is still on.

Very important is the fact that the numbers listed in
Tables 1 and 2 are production totals—not issued totals. The
tables show the numbers of notes printed and available for

use within the Bureau to replace defective notes. It is certain
that not all the star notes were used. When the Series of 1934

came along, the 1928 remainders were destroyed. This fact

alone could wipe out late printings such as $5 Atlanta notes

from 1928C and 1928D plates.

HIGH DENOMINATION STARS

High denomination notes in both the FRN and Gold
series were made in trivial quantities. Consequently, very
small star productions were undertaken as revealed in the
tables. Notice, for example, that many FRN $500 and $1000

productions numbered only 360 notes—this amounts to only

30 sheets!
Also notice that there are no records for $5,000 and

higher FRN's and no star productions for $10,000 and higher
Gold notes. It appears that star notes were not made for these
high denominations. Rather, defective notes were replaced
from make-up sheets bearing the identical serials as found on
the damaged notes. Surprising? Not very. The job of produc-

ing make-up sheets for the quantities involved was small.
Make-up sheets were being used during this same period for
the National Bank Note printings so the practice was routine

for small printings.
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Northwest News

Grand Forks, N. Dak., April 20, 1895

Washington, April 17—A photographic counterfeit of the $5
issue of the American Exchange National Bank, of New York City,
series of 1882, check letter F, charter No. 1,394, bank No. 101,798,
treasury number letter V,1,230,081, portrait of Garfield, has made
its appearance.

The Evening Tribune

Minneapolis, Minn., December 19, 1903

Boston, Dec. 19—Following on the great raid on counterfeiters
at Revere two weeks ago the United States secret service agents ar-
rested in Boston yesterday two men who they say are a dangerous
pair of counterfeiters as the government has had to deal with.

The men under arrest are Fred L. Wilson and Edward D. Wig-
gins, both of them claiming the title of doctor.

The counterfeit money alleged to have been made by them was
so exact an imitation of government paper that it was readily ac-
cepted as genuine by most of the banks through which it passed.

According to the government officers the genuine notes were
fastened to a board and photographed. The counterfeit notes were
enlargements made from the negative and were printed on a fine
quality of bond paper which had been treated with a sensitized
photographic solution.

The color work and the imitation silk threads found in genuine
paper money were done with colored pencils. The counterfeit notes
were perfect reproductions of the originals with the exception that
the color could be washed off.
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